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Shift Your Mindset at the Liautaud Institute and
Retrain Your Brain to Flourish
Do you ever wonder why some very smart people stop
flourishing? It may come down to mindset or mental
attitude, which can be more important for success than IQ.
Fortunately, as it turns out, mindset, often defined as an
established set of attitudes, may not be so set, according to
Carol Dweck, professor of psychology at Stanford.

and determines whether we become optimistic (hopeful) or
pessimistic (fearful). It shapes our emotional engagement
at work and in relationships, and it ultimately predicts
whether we continue to flourish. The good news, according
to Dweck, is that mindsets are not set: at any time, you can
learn to evolve a growth mindset.

In Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, (2006) Dweck
proposes that everyone has either a fixed mindset or a growth
mindset. Cynthia Kivland, Chief Learning Officer (CLO)
at The Liautaud Institute, agrees with Dweck. In Kivland’s
book Smart2Smarter (2014) she takes Dweck’s idea one step
further and argues that the growth mindset’s default style is
hope and the fixed mindset’s default style is fear.

But how?
ILA group member, The Liautaud Institute, has created a
process design training methodology (PDT©) to retrain the
brain to develop a more robust growth (hopeful) mindset.
The Institute incorporates evidenced based metrics built on
neuroscience and social learning research that bridges the
cognitive and emotional brain functions. Understanding
how the brain learns, how emotions enhance and accelerate
learning, the importance of social bonding and support, and
employing process designed steps to learn, present, and
practice new behavior in small groups are key components
of the PDT program.

A fixed mindset is one in which you view your talents and
abilities as… well, fixed. In other words, you are who you
are, your intelligence and talents are fixed, and your fate is to
go through life avoiding challenge and failure. When failure
happens, and it will, the mindset is fear and survival.
A growth mindset, on the other hand, is one in which you
see yourself as fluid, a work in progress. Your fate is one of
growth and opportunity. When failure happens, you learn
from it, the mindset is hope and possibilities. Evolving is
energizing, inspiring one to flourish and persevere, even
when the future is uncertain.

All research at the Liautaud Institute builds on three
biogenetic needs: Our need to ‘group’ (membership), to
be a part of something bigger than ourselves; our need for
empowerment, to create and affect changes in the workplace;
and our need for meaning, to be appreciated, respected, and
to know at the end of our day we contributed something
meaningful.

Which mindset do you possess? Dweck, an expert with 20
years of research experience in motivation and personality
psychology, has discovered that our mindset is not just a
minor personality quirk. It creates our mental worldview

According to Liautaud researchers, “Neuroscience appears to
indicate a biogenic need to group and contribute, evidenced
by the four chemicals — endorphins, serotonin, dopamine,

About the Liautaud Institute

In 2006, the Liautaud Institute, University of Illinois Chicago
began cataloging the best social habits from the highest performing managers. They broke each practice into a
sequence of steps, hypothesizing that executives/managers who repeatedly practiced the sequence of steps would
develop that habit. The Institute then ISO certified each sequence of steps, which resulted in an identical outcome for
those that practiced the steps. The outcome was a measurable increase in their attractiveness to others, making them
more approachable, more connected to their employees, and more enjoyable as executives/managers. Our applications
are specific, not general, with outcomes evidenced by reducing costs or adding income to most enterprises dependent
on the performance of their employees. Learn more at: www.liautaudinstitute.com/.
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and oxytocin — whose production are triggered when these
needs are achieved. This discovery provides the biogenic
support for the continued development of training platforms
that enhance our ability to achieve these needs.”
In addition to the institute’s PDT to retrain the brain to
develop a more robust growth (hopeful) mindset, Liautaud
offers PDT’s and SEMCOs (Systemic Empowered
Community) that have consistently resulted in an increase
in participant’s bond/connection to each other, emotional
intelligence, and engagement/ involvement at work. These
programs are composed of six to eight participants meeting
for six months to a year in CEO Forums, professional
groups, universities, and within corporations. Each
program has pre, mid-point, and post behavioral metrics,
meeting audits and participant quality surveys to measure
program impact and improvements. At the conclusion of 12
month program, participants receive a certificate from the
University of Illinois Chicago, Graduate School of Business.

•

•

Consider using these five process-designed learning steps
to retrain your brain and develop a growth mindset:
•

•

Repeat often the content and the learning experience.
To create new learning, incorporate repetition and
reinforcement. For example, in the PDT program, the
content is present in written, online, and video vignettes.
Provide activities and evidence for the participants
to feel they have mastered the learning. Mastery fuels
positive emotions, which builds self-confidence and
the desire to learn (grow) more. In the PDT program
participants report on the best of their week and learn
how to give and receive a compliment.

Build and broaden content that taps into and sparks
positive emotions. Build and broaden content that
lets participants connect emotionally. Why? Positive
emotions increase retention of new learning. Negative
emotions elicit the fixed (fear) mindset and anxiety,
which inhibits new learning.
Excite the curiosity of learners. Too much content
overloads the brain. Remember, our brain is like a
computer. When a computer has too many tabs open,
it shuts down – and so will your brain. Keep learners
curious by building an emotionally connected group and
activities to experience the learning. The goal is not find
THE answer. The goal is to develop the growth mindset.
Mix it up to engage different learning styles. The
saying “different strokes for different folks” applies
to brain based learning. Retraining the brain requires
a myriad of learning approaches, and participants will
disengage when a one style approach is employed.
Consider personality assessments to understand learning
styles. Minimally, create curriculum that engages the
senses, provides social support and a safe practice field,
and time to appreciate and reflect such as journaling.

For more information about the
Liautaud Institute contact Cynthia
Kivland, Chief Learning Officer,
at 312.442.0900 or Cynthia@
liautaudinstitute.com.
This article is adapted, with
permission, from one of Cynthia’s
blogs at www.liblog.net.
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